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History and Background 
�  Eastman Kodak Company founded in 1892 

by George Eastman 
�  “You press the button, we do the rest” 
�  Evolution of the camera and company 
◦ Quick, simple, enjoyable, rewarding experience 

� Agile enterprise 
� Unveiling the SLICE in 2010 
� Ad campaign: Tradition and transition 
◦ Merging the old and the new 



Functions and Features 
�  Storage, organization and sharing 
◦  Anytime, anywhere 

�  Store up to 5,000 pictures in HD resolution 
on internal memory 
◦  The Slice Album 

�  Tag pictures for upload directly to the Kodak 
Gallery, YouTube, Facebook, Flickr and e-mail 
sites 

�  Face recognition and Search Feature 
◦  Sort by person, place, date or occasion 

� Anti-reflective touchscreen 



Unveiling the SLICE 
�  “Kodak knows that consumers want the 

ability to share life’s memories at a moment’s 
notice, whether it’s pictures that evoke a tear 
or just the funny everyday moments. The 
power of sharing and reliving life’s moments 
drove the development of our new SLICE 
Camera. It provides instant access to all of 
your KODAK Moments, and it’s right at your 
fingertips.” 
◦ —John Blake, the vice president of Kodak 



Advertising Critique 
�  1892: The Kodak Girl 
◦  “Take a Kodak with you” 

�  1940s and 50s: Printed memories 
�  Kodak ring 
�  2001: “Share Moments, Share Life” 
◦  Shift 

�  2010: “Kodak Moment” reinvented 
�  SLICE: “You’ve always kept your pictures close to 

heart. Now you can have them all right at your 
fingertips. The real KODAK Moment happens when 
you share.” 
◦  Web presence, packaging, retail and sponsorships 



SWOT Analysis: Strengths 
�  Can hold 5,000 pictures 
�  Touch screen with anti-reflective 

coating, free from glare 
�  Brighter and more vibrant details 
�  HD photos and videos with on-camera 

editing 
�  Built in photo album 
�  Doesn’t take up space on memory card 
�  Can organize entire photo collection 
�  Can upload and tag pictures (with Share 

button) directly to Kodak Gallery, 
YouTube, Facebook, Flickr, e-mail 

�  Can sort by person, place, event, 
location or any manual tag 

�  Name tags carry over to favorite photo 
management software for easy search 

�  5x optical zoom, 14 megapixel quality 
�  Optical image stabilization 

�  Automatically detects and analyzes 
scene conditions 

�  Automatically sets exposure, focus and 
ISO 

�  Reduces noise and clears up dark 
shadows 

�  Can save single frames from video 
�  Sleek, new design 
�  Small, lightweight and easy to carry 

around 
�  Comes in different colors 
�  Comes with rechargeable battery, USB 

AC adapter for charging, wrist strap, 
USB cable and user guide 

�  One-year warranty 
�  User friendly 
�  Easy to set up — ready to go, right out 

of the box 
�  Compatible with PC and Apple software 



SWOT Analysis: Weaknesses 
�  Have to connect to computer to Share 
�  Additional memory card not included 
�  Only comes in three colors: nickel, black, radish 
�  Doesn’t show date or time stamp 
�  Short battery life 
�  Some find touch screen confusing and hard to use 
�  Touch screen sometimes nonresponsive 
�  Face recognition doesn’t always work 
�  Costs $279.95 
�  Slow zoom, focusing and shooting 



SWOT Analysis: Opportunities 
�  Position in the front of the store 
�  Pair with other electronics 
�  Place around photo items  
◦  Albums, frames, scrapbooking supplies 

�  Place by laptops and printers 
�  Have it out on display for people to try 
�  Have sales associates demonstrate uses 
�  Sell combo package with photo album or 

memory card 
�  Sell with a case 
�  Can market directly on Facebook, YouTube, Flickr 
�  Take advantage of Kodak legacy 



SWOT Analysis: Threats 

� Other digital cameras 
� More professional cameras 
� Video cameras 
� Phones with cameras 
�  Smartphones 
�  iPod Touch 
�  Flip Cam 



Creative Brief: Objectives 

� What are we trying to accomplish? 
◦ Get consumers to buy the SLICE instead of 

competing cameras and products 
◦  Emphasize storage, organization and sharing 
◦  Promote special features that sets the camera 

apart from most others on the market today 
�  Digital imaging, social networking 

◦ Make Kodak the No. 1 choice in the minds of 
consumers again 
�  Remind consumers, then change their perception 



Creative Brief: Consumer Analysis 

� Who are we trying to influence? What 
is the relevant insight? 
◦  Young adults (18-35) 
◦  College students, graduate students, and young 

people leaving home and heading out into the 
“real world” on their own for the first time 
◦ Want to stay connected and share memories 
◦  Use social networking sites 
◦ On-the-go, need to save time 
◦ Want to keep up with the latest trends 
◦  Value quality 



Creative Brief: Strategy 

� What’s the catalyst to stimulate this 
change? 
◦  Enforce the special features 
◦  Link emotions, memories and photography 
◦ Modernize the Kodak brand, by blending long-

standing legacy with technological innovation 
�  Keeping Kodak a part of consumers’ lives 



Creative Brief: Incentives 

� Why might they believe this? 
◦ Kodak has a long-standing history, reputation 
◦  Brand has built up its name on quality 
◦ May draw up feelings of nostalgia 
◦ The new feature of tagging and uploading 

directly to popular social networks makes the 
SLICE stand out/apart from its competitors 



Creative Brief: Tactics 

� How can we get the message to 
them? 
◦  Print advertisements 
◦ Television commercials 
◦ Radio commercials 
◦  Integrated Public Relations Plan 
�  Press releases 
�  Community outreach 

◦ Direct Mail 



Positioning Statement 

� To young adults, the Kodak SLICE is the 
first camera that combines a history of 
quality with innovative technology that 
lets one organize and tag pictures on the 
go, and upload them to social networking 
sites. 



Print Advertisement 

�  “There With You, Every Step of the Way” 
� One of a series of advertisements 
� Placement 
◦  Popular Photography 
◦  People Magazine 
◦  Star Magazine 
◦ Us Weekly 
◦  In Touch Weekly 
◦ Good Housekeeping 





Television Commercial 
�  “There With You, Every Step of the Way” 
�  Placement 
◦  Standard networks 
�  ABC 
�  CBS 
�  NBC 
◦  Cable networks 
�  MTV, MTV2, mtvU 
�  ABC Family 
�  Lifetime 
�  TLC 
◦ Online 
�  YouTube 



A party scene with a baby in the middle, putting his hands in the cake. 
Narration: “Kodak was there when you celebrated your first birthday…” 



A pool full of children taking a swimming lesson, trying to stay above the surface. 
Narration: “…When you took your first swimming lesson…” 



A young couple heading out on their first date, their parents awkwardly watching. 
Narration: “…When you went on your first date…” 



A girl graduating from high school, and posing for the camera on stage. 
Narration: “…And when you earned your high school diploma.” 



A young adult walking outside and putting his last few belongings into a packed car. 
He turns back and uses the SLICE to take a photograph of his parents standing in 

front of the house, and then of the packed car. 
Narration: “We want to stay with you every step of the way to share your 

memories, which is why we created the new Kodak SLICE — to give you the quality 
you deserve and the technology you’ve been waiting for.” 



He closes the car door, places the camera on a dashboard mount, and drives off. 
Through the screen of the camera, still mounted on the dashboard, we see open 
road. Kodak is by the side — literally and figuratively — of the young guy leaving 
home for the first time to venture out into the world. As he drives forward, the 

viewer is pulled backward out of the car, and sees him drive away. 
Narration: “Behind every memory there’s Kodak. In front of every photographer, 

there’s a SLICE.” 



Radio Commercial 

�  “There With You, Every Step of the Way” 
� Listen to the commercial 
�  FM Placement 
◦  100.3 Z100 
◦  92.3 NOW 
◦  103.5 WKTU 
◦  95.5 WPLJ 
◦  106.7 Lite FM 
◦  Fresh 102.7 



Public Relations Plan: Background 

� Kodak is about making memories, but we 
also want to show that we care about our 
customers and the community, and we want 
them to do the same 

�  This media plan is designed to get people 
involved, to create and share more 
memories with us and with each other 

�  It is also designed to promote the SLICE and 
show how Kodak is moving into the future 
of digital imaging with new technology 



Public Relations Plan: Objectives 

� To remind people that Kodak has been 
there from the beginning and that, with 
the SLICE, the company is moving into the 
future to help them create memories 

�  Show people that Kodak cares about their 
customers and the community 

� Bring more attention to the SLICE 
camera 



Public Relations Plan: Strategies 
�  Launch a competition where the audience 

will be participating actively to create 
memories 

�  Emphasize how Kodak cares about the 
community and wants its customers to be 
active and help their own communities to 
create long-lasting memories 
◦  “For more than a century, Kodak has been there to 

help you count your memories. Now we want you to 
help make your memories count.” 

�  Stress the special features of the SLICE to 
show how it stands out from other cameras 



Public Relations Plan: Audiences 

�  Former and current Kodak customers 
� Young adults (18-35) 
� Middle and upper-middle class 
� Community leaders 



Public Relations Plan: Key Messages 

� Kodak has been there from the very 
beginning and is moving into the future, 
along with its customers 

� Kodak cares about its customers and the 
community, and knows that one person can’t 
do everything, but that everyone can do 
something 
◦ We want to recognize and show appreciation for 

these people who are helping others to make a 
difference and make their memories count 



Public Relations Plan: Tactics 
�  Launch the “Care & Share” competition to encourage 

people to log on to the SLICE website and upload a 
picture, showing how they are helping their 
communities, together with 250 words explaining 
their work and what they would want to do if they 
won 
◦  People will be active by visiting the page and voting on the 

contestants 
◦  The winner of each state will receive $10,000, which will 

be used to help his/her community through a project 
◦  The winner will receive a Kodak SLICE camera for his/her 

personal use 
◦  Use Direct Mail, other advertisements and press releases 

to increase knowledge about the project 
�  Link to contest through Facebook ads 



Direct Mail Creative Concept 
�  Small box that resembles the Kodak SLICE camera 
�  Mailing address label sticker on front of the camera box 
�  On the back of the box, the camera “screen” will have a message that reads, “[INSERT 

RECIPIENT NAME], We want to know what you’re doing to make your memories count.” 
�  Inside they will find a photo of someone helping to improve his or her community, while 

creating lasting memories. 
�  On the reverse side of the photograph will be text that reads: 
◦  For more than a century, Kodak has been there to help you count your memories. Now, we want to see how 

you’re helping your community do the same. 
◦  Care and Share! 
◦  WIN A NEW KODAK SLICE AND $10,000 for your community 
◦  To learn how to enter, visit us online at www.kodakslice.com/careandshare 

�  Inside the camera box we will list the features of the camera: 
◦  Store up to 5,000 pictures 
◦  Organize images into folders with ease 
◦  Tag friends using facial recognition 
◦  Capture photo and video content in High Definition 
◦  Upload straight to Facebook and YouTube 
◦  And so much more! 

�  Free giveaway inside — a silicone bracelet (resembling the “LIVESTRONG” bracelets) that 
reads, “I Care & Share.” Bracelets will come in the SLICE colors. 





Measurement of Success 

� Measure how many new cameras are 
being sold in stores, online 

� Record number of contest entries 
� Record number of users who log on to 

the website 
◦ What are their clicking habits? 
◦ Do they cast votes? 



Conclusion 
� Kodak SLICE has new features to better 

satisfy customers’ needs, such as the tagging 
function, facial recognition and easy upload 
to Facebook and YouTube 

� We are trying to emphasize these features, 
while reminding people that we are the same 
reliable company that was establish more 
than a century ago 

� Our campaign will be successful because our 
product stands out to its competitors, due 
to its long-standing, trustworthy brand 
image. 



Thank you! 


